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Abstract Elastic waves are widely used for condition

monitoring of rolling element bearings through vibration or

acoustic emission measurements. While vibration signals

are understood to a high degree due to many scientific

investigations as well as a long history of usage in the field,

acoustic emission signals of rolling element bearings are

poorly understood. Therefore, this investigation presents

simulation studies and measurements of a single elasto-

hydrodynamically lubricated (EHL) contact. In this inves-

tigation the EHL contact is a ball bouncing on a lubricated

plate. The simulation based on Green’s function and the

measurements based on a accelerometer to some extent

agree. A shift of zero frequencies towards higher fre-

quencies when compared to Hertzian reference measure-

ments was determined for an infinite plate setup. Taking

boundary restrictions into account, elastic waves of a

Hertzian contact and an EHL contact only differ by a

damping of higher resonances which is most likely caused

by the EHL film.

Keywords EHL contact � EHL � Hertz contact � Elastic
waves � Acoustic emission � Green’s function � Ball
impact � Bouncing ball

List of symbols

cp; cp1; cp2 Speed of elastic pressure wave and indexes

are for lubricant layer (2) and solid plate (1)

E � 1;E2 Elastic modulus ball(1), plate(2)

fj Force in time domain in direction j

fmax Maximum Hertzian force

fnorm;N Normalized zero frequency of N-order

fzero;N Zero frequency of N-order

gkj Green’s function from direction j to k

h00 Initial film thickness

R Ball radius

RC Reflection coefficient

t Time (measurement base)

tc Hertzian contact time

tfilm Time for ball to penetrate lubricant film

uk Displacement in time domain in direction k

v0 Impact velocity

x Position of sensor

Z1; Z2 Acoustic impedance solid plate(1), lubricant

layer/air(2)

d1; d2 Material factor ball(1), plate(2)

m1; m2 Poisson’s ratio ball(1), plate(2)

n Position of impact

s Time (impact base)

q1; q2 Density ball(1), plate(2)

1 Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE) has been shown in several studies to

be a viable method for condition monitoring of rolling ele-

ment bearings. Signals from contaminated bearings were in

these studies successfully correlated to type [1, 2], size [1–3]

and concentration [1, 2] of particle contamination. In
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addition, the type of lubricant [4–6] and the lubrication

absence [7] in both contaminated and uncontaminated cases

were correlated with signals monitored by acoustic emission

transducers. Artificially implemented dents [8] on the outer

ring and failure growth [9] was another operating condition

with which AE was correlated. In 2014 Hamel et al. [10]

determined the relation between acoustic emission signals

and the lubrication regime. However, regardless of the

application of acoustic emission in scientific studies it is still

a rarely used method of condition monitoring in industrial

applications. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is one factor.

Special test rigs which limit the amount of noise from other

machinery parts are employed in all the experiments in the

mentioned studies. Additionally, most of them operate in

severe operating conditions, which improves the SNR even

further, due to a high signal strength. In industrial applica-

tions, however, it is more difficult to observe the phenomena

presented in the investigations mentioned. For these reasons,

it is important to improve signal processing of acoustic

emission raw data, and in addition, there is a need for the

origin of acoustic emission in an elasto-hydrodynamic

lubricated (EHL) contact to be understood.

One way of improving understanding of the origin of

acoustic emission in an EHL contact is to break the rolling

element bearing down into the component level (AE signals

of transient forces, sliding/friction and plasticity). One of

these investigations on a component level was carried out by

Rahman et al. [11]. Their study focused on the correlation of

acoustic emission signal and contact fatigue in a twin-disc

setup. A pure sliding EHL contact and its acoustic emission

were studied by Wang et al. [12] in a ball on disc apparatus.

There are, however, few investigations on a component

level. The difficulties of the complex nature of an EHL

contact itself remain. This complexity of an EHL contact is

also a reason for fundamental research in acoustic emission

to focus on fundamental sources such as transient forces [13]

or cavitation [14] which both occur in an EHL contact.

However, studying fundamental sources is just a first step

towards the study of full EHL contacts. Therefore, this

article investigates EHL contacts based on the investigations

mentioned into transient force and cavitation. In this inves-

tigation, a special case of EHL contact, with a bouncing ball

on a lubricated plate, is examined. This EHL contact was

chosen because transient forces and cavitation can be

expected, while sliding as a source of acoustic emission is

minimized, due to a pure squeeze contact.

2 Experimental Setup

All experiments were carried out at room temperature and

in a laboratory environment. Acoustic emission signals

were sampled with a 14-bit digitizer PCI-card of GaGe

(product number OSC-432-007). Sample rate and total

sample length were set to 10MSamples/s and 10.000

Samples, respectively. Additionally, to the sample length a

pre-trigger of 10 Samples was used which equivalent to

1 ls. This short pre-trigger could be used due to the low

noise level and the low trigger threshold. This threshold

was -3% of the measurement range which was �10V.

Signals were triggered on a negative flank. As a compar-

ison, the background noise during experiments was

between �1 and �2% of the measurement range.

To study an elasto-hydrodynamically lubricated contact,

a thin layer of lubricant was applied onto the plates or discs.

In theory the layer should be as thick as the maximum film

thickness of the EHL contact to avoid viscous damping of

the ball impact. In practice, the lubricant layer was applied

as thinly as possible, so that viscous damping effects were

minimized. In this way, 0.5 ml of lubricant was applied at

the position of the ball impact and smeared out across an

area of 50 mm 9 50 mm. This lubricant layer was then

covered with a non-cellulose-based paper, absorbing the

majority of the lubricant film. After removing the paper, the

film was exposed for 10 min to a low and steady air flow,

which distributed the lubrication layer evenly and caused

possible air bubbles to burst. This procedure was identical

for all applied lubricant films in this investigation.

All ball samples were standard rolling element bearing

components and had the tolerance G20. Furthermore were

all ball samples of the steel type OVAKO825B. Through-

out the investigation, it is further assumed that the pressure

wave speed is 5900 m
s
for both plate and discs.

2.1 Infinite Plate

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the experimental

setup of tests on a steel plate with the brand name Toolox44

that is considered to have infinite length and breadth. The

plate used has the dimensions of 1 9 0.5 9 0.051 m and can

be considered infinite for a measurement duration of 84ls
because reflections in horizontal directions are not relevant.

The shortest horizontal reflection time (based on width 0.5m)

is 84:75ls which means the elastic wave does not return to

the point of measurement within the recorded time. Hence,

the plate can be considered infinite and boundaries do not

need to be considered in the horizontal direction. However,

across the plate (0.051 m) reflection times are shorter and

therefore boundaries need to be considered in the vertical

direction. Therefore, the plate was boundary restricted in one

dimension and infinite in the two horizontal dimensions. Due

to the two boundary free dimensions, the plate is considered to

be an infinite plate throughout the article.

The plate was, during the experiments, resting on two

rubber cylinders ð£10mmÞ placed on each end of the 1-m

side (Fig. 1). The AE sensor was mounted centred
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underneath the plate and was vertically aligned with a

magnetic holder. In this way, the ball impact occurred

centred on the sensor position only separated vertically by

the plate thickness (epicentral setup). To improve the

accuracy of the impact position, the magnetic holder was

shaped as a sphere to obtain automatic alignment based on

gravity.

Acoustic emission signals were recorded by a broadband

flat-response transducer (WSa) from Physical Acoustics in

combination with a preamplifier (Physical Acoustic 2/4/

6C). The sensor head of this sensor has a diameter of

19 mm. In addition to the amplifying circuit, the amplifier

had an inbuilt bandpass filter with corner frequencies of

100 kHz and 1.2 MHz. In all experiments presented in this

article, the AE sensor was attached with beeswax to the

specimens. Therefore, a small amount of beeswax was

applied onto the plate and heated to 75 �C, followed by

pressing the AE sensor with dead weight onto the plate.

Before starting the tests, a temperature measurement made

certain that the plate was cooled to below 25 �C. All signals
of the acoustic emission sensor presented in this investi-

gation were compensated for the sensor function. This

sensor function was obtained by a glass capillary burst

experiment as suggested by McLaskey and Glaser [15] as a

method for absolute calibration.

For experiments with the infinite plate setup, four dif-

ferent steel balls were used and each ball was dropped from

three different heights (Table 1). Balls were released by a

magnetic holder. This holder consists of a coil and a iron

cylinder, which is partly insert into the coil. The cylinder

has additionally the shape of a half sphere at one side. This

half-spherical shape limits the contact area between holder

and the ball to release, allowing a clean release without

deflection. The penetration depth of the coil and the current

were adjusted for each ball size to minimize the magnetic

forces to a minimum, but still large enough to overcome

gravity. Each combination (ball size and height) was

repeated 8 times for the lubricated experiments. Hertzian

reference measurements under dry conditions were repe-

ated 4 times for each combination.

2.2 Boundary Restricted Systems

Tests for boundary restricted systems were executed on

disc samples with a diameter of 103.8 mm. The disc

samples only differed in height (Table 2). In this investi-

gation, all disc materials were Steel2511. Due to the

dimensions of the disc, reflection cannot be neglected and

boundaries of all dimensions need to be considered.

Therefore, the term boundary restricted system will be used

for all experiments with discs. The balls were for the

boundary restricted cases dropped from three different

heights onto the discs. As previously shown [16], there are

in boundary restricted systems two major cases; one where

the exciting source and elastic wave are independent, and

one where both interact with each other. The latter case

(interaction between source and wave) is studied in this

article for an EHL contact. The laser doppler vibrometer

(LDV) used for acoustic emission measurement in the

boundary restricted system is the Polytec OFV056. The

Polytec OFV056 was used in combination with a control

and preamplifying unit of the same manufacturer (Polytec

OFV3001S). As shown in Fig. 2, the laser had to be redi-

rected, which was done by an optical mirror (Thorlabs

PF20-03-P01).

f ðsÞ ¼ fmax sin
pðs� tfilmÞ

tc

� �3=2

; tfilm � s�ðtc þ tfilmÞ
f ðsÞ ¼ 0; s\tfilmf ðsÞ
f ðsÞ ¼ 0; s[ ðtc þ tfilmÞ

ð1Þ

The sensitivity setting was chosen to be 1.25 mm/s, which

resulted in a frequency range of 1 Hz to 1 MHz of the LDV

system. As for the infinite plate setup, the measurement

point and impact point were vertically aligned to measure

an epicentral impact. The magnetic holder and sampling

card were also identical in both measurement setups.

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of experimental setup for tests on plate

considered to be infinite

Table 1 Test setup for infinite plate case

Ball samples Ball radius (mm) Drop heights (mm)

RB1.5 G20 0.75 350

RB2 G20 1.0 250

RB3 G20 1.5 150

RB4 G20 2.0
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However, the setups differ in terms of positioning of the

plates and discs, respectively. While the plate was resting

on rubber cylinders (Fig. 1), the discs needed to be

clamped in between two rubber seals (Fig. 2), because the

net weight of the discs was not enough to prohibit move-

ment during impacts. The dimension of the rubber seals

was £100mm and the thickness was £2:5mm. For the

boundary restricted systems, both EHL contact and refer-

ence measurements with Hertzian contacts were repeated 8

times for each combination (ball size, disc height and drop

height).

3 Theory for Simulation

Signals presented in this investigation are simulated based

on a Green’s function approach (2), where force function

(fjðn; sÞ) and Green’s function (gkjðx; t; n; sÞ) are convolved
with each other to obtain a time signal for the displacement

(ukðx; tÞ). Variables x; t; n and s represent thereby the

position of the sensor, the time scale of the sensor signal,

the position of the impact and the time scale of the impact,

respectively. Indexes indicate the direction of the force,

displacement and Green’s function.

ukðx; tÞ ¼ fjðn; sÞ � gkjðx; t; n; sÞ ð2Þ

As Fig. 3 shows, index 1 refers to the direction perpen-

dicular to the plate. It is assumed for the entire article that

displacements (ukðx; tÞ) and all initiating forces (fjðn; sÞ)
are perpendicular to the plate, which results in k ¼ j ¼ 1

for indexes of Eq. (2).Green’s function for an infinite

plate was calculated numerically by using Hsu’s script

[17], which is valid for the infinite plate setup and a

measurement time of 84ls. The force function, however,

was calculated either numerically or analytically for EHL

impacts and Hertzian impacts, respectively. Forces of

EHL impacts are calculated by using a numerical EHL

solver of Larsson and Höglund [18]. The script requires

an initial film thickness (h00) as an input parameter. This

initial film thickness needs to be minimal to minimize

viscous damping of the ball by the lubricant film. How-

ever, the film thickness needs to be at least as thick as the

maximum film thickness of the EHL contact. After

empirical trials, the factor for the initial film thickness

(h00) was set to 10 lm and was identical for all simula-

tions in this investigation.

In the case of Hertzian impacts, a modified version of

Reed’s [19] elastic contact model was employed (Eq. (1)).

Maximum force (fmax) and contact time (tc) are calculated

according to the following equations:

fmax ¼ 1:917q3=51 ðd1 þ d2Þ�2=5
R2
1v

6=5
0

ð3Þ

tc ¼ 4:53ð4q1pðd1 þ d2Þ=3Þ2=5R1v
�1=5
0

ð4Þ

where di ¼ 1�m2i
pEi

and indexes 1 and 2 refer to ball and plate,

respectively, while the film offset time (tfilm) is the time

required to pass an initial film:

Table 2 Test setup for

boundary restricted case
Ball samples Ball radius (mm) Drop heights (mm) Disc heights (mm)

RB2 G20 1.0 350 5

RB3 G20 1.5 250 7

RB4 G20 2.0 150

RB6 G20 3.0

RB8 G20 4.0

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the experimental setup for tests on

boundary restricted systems

Fig. 3 Schematic drawing for declaration of experimental setup
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tfilm ¼ h00

v0
ð5Þ

While the ball needs to pass the initial film thickness in the

EHL model, Reed’s original equation does not take that

into account and starts from t ¼ 0. To synchronize both

force functions with respect to the initial metal to metal

contact, Reed’s force function was shifted. This shift was

done by implementing an additional variable, the film

offset time (tfilm).

4 Results and Discussion

This section is divided into two parts, based on the sepa-

ration mentioned in the experimental setup section. In the

first part, results of elastic waves without restriction caused

by an EHL impact will be presented using a infinite plate

setup. The second part includes results on the resonance

excitation of EHL impacts in boundary restricted systems.

Please notice all signals from the infinite plate are recorded

with an AE sensor, while for the boundary restricted sys-

tems (small discs) a laser doppler vibrometer (LDV) was

used.

4.1 Infinite Plate

In Fig. 4 forces are generated in both a dry and a lubricated

contact for an impact of a ball (RB2 G20) from a height of

350 mm. Differences in contact time, as well as amplitude,

are observed. The EHL force reaches its maximum earlier

than the Hertzian force function, which is in line with the

investigation of Larsson and Höglund [18]. Therefore, the

force functions are considered to be evaluated and are the

main input for simulations presented in this investigation.

Results of simulated signals based on the force functions

show decreased zero frequencies due to the increased

contact time for EHL contacts and additional excitation of

higher frequencies (Fig. 5). The blue solid line represents

the spectra of an impact of a ball (RB2 G20) dropped from

a height of 350 mm. The spectra show distinct frequency

minimums (zero frequencies, fZero;N) based on the contact

time of the Hertzian contact as shown by McLaskey and

Glaser [13]:

fzero;N ¼ 0:75þ N

tc
ð6Þ

fnorm;N ¼ fzero;N � tc ð7Þ

The red dashed line shows the spectra of the simulated

EHL impact. Comparing the spectra to the Hertzian impact

shows zero frequencies shift towards lower frequencies.

Using Eq. (7) gives indication of expected positions of

frequency minimums. While Hertzian zero frequencies

agree with McLaskey’s and Glaser’s [13] suggested posi-

tions ðfnorm;N ¼ ½1:75; 2:75; 3:75�Þ, zero frequencies for

EHL impacts shift according to the simulation to 1.61 and

2.53. The third zero frequency cannot be identified, which

can be a result of several causes, such as cavitation, signal-

to-noise ratio or an uncertain defined contact time. Even

though Zong et al. [14] demonstrate cavitation excites high

frequencies, which would be in line with covering zero

frequencies such as in this case for third order and higher

orders, the uncertain defined contact time in the EHL case

is the most plausible explanation for the covering of the

zero frequencies of third order and higher, which is

observed in both simulation and measurement. Signal-to-

noise ratio can be eliminated, due to the fact that covering

of the zero frequencies of third and higher order is present

in the simulations.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of simulation (blue

dashed line) and measured (yellow solid line) signals for a

Hertzian impact. As an earlier investigation [13] showed,

agreement is good and could be replicated for this inves-

tigation. This demonstrates that Hertzian measurement is a

good reference measurement. A slight overestimation of

the simulated signal can be seen, which is especially

interesting if compared to Fig. 7 (comparison of EHL
Fig. 4 Simulated and calculated force caused by an EHL and a

Hertzian impact, respectively

Fig. 5 Spectra of simulated signals of Hertzian and EHL impacts

with a ball (RB2 G20) dropped from 350 mm height. Simulation

based on Eq. (2) (Color figure online)
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impacts). For EHL impacts, the simulation (red dashed

line) underestimates the measured signal (green solid line).

The overestimation in the Hertzian case is known [13], but

the underestimation in the EHL case was not previously

known. This underestimation becomes even more contra-

dictory when the lubricant layer is taken into account.

Instead of having an interface of steel and air, the interface

on the upper part of the plate consists of steel and lubricant.

This affects the reflection coefficient (8), which decreases

due to an increase in density (q2 increases). A change of

reflection coefficient was not taking into account by using

Hsu’s script [17] for Green’s function. The amplitude of

EHL impacts is not only higher in comparison with the

amplitude of the simulated signal (Fig. 7), but also higher

in comparison with the amplitude of a Hertzian impact.

Figure 8 shows the spectra of the measured signals of both

Hertzian impact (yellow dashed line) and EHL impact

(green dashed line). Both impacts are caused by a steel ball

ð£2mmÞ dropped from identical height (350 mm) with

the paraffin lubricant layer as the only difference. The

difference in amplitude indicates a bigger change in

momentum for the EHL impacts in comparison with the

Hertzian impacts, which is in line with higher ball

rebounds for Hertzian impacts observed during the tests.

However, integration of the force functions suggest other-

wise. While the impulse for the EHL impact (RB2 G20 and

350 mm drop height) is �151:4 � 10�6 N s, the integration

of the Hertzian force results in �173:9 � 10�6 N s.

RC ¼ Z2 � Z1

Z2 þ Z1
¼ cp2q2 � cp1q1

cp2q2 þ cp1q1
ð8Þ

While amplitudes deviate between simulation and

measurement, the effect of covering third- and higher-order

zero frequencies predicted by the simulation is also

observed for measured signals (Fig. 7). The position of the

zero frequencies, however, does differ between simulated

and measured signals. Instead of a shift towards lower

frequencies, as suggested by the simulation (Fig. 5), zero

frequencies of an EHL impact shift towards higher fre-

quencies when compared to the Hertzian reference impact

(Fig. 8). Therefore, a moving average of 50 measurements

points in the frequency domain (blue and red line in Fig. 8)

was used to identify the position of the zero frequencies

within the noisy measurements.

This shift of zero frequencies is even more apparent in

Fig. 9 where normalized zero frequencies for all test con-

ditions of the infinite plate are shown. All frequencies, of

both Hertzian impact and EHL impacts, are normalized by

multiplication with the contact time tc of the Hertzian

reference case. The error bars represent the standard

deviation for the four and the eight repetitions of Hertzian

and EHL measurements, respectively. The transparent

marker represents the Hertzian reference measurements. As

found in McLaskey and Glaser [13], normalized zero fre-

quencies of Hertzian reference measurements fit Reed’s

[19] contact model well (fZero;1 ¼ 1:75 and fZero;2 ¼ 2:75).

EHL impacts (markers with solid fill) in comparison are

without exception at higher normalized zero frequencies.

The deviation between different test conditions (ball size

Fig. 6 Comparison of simulated and measured spectra of Hertzian

impacts with a ball (RB2 G20) dropped from 350 mm height (Color

figure online)

Fig. 7 Comparison of simulated and measured spectra of EHL

impacts with a ball (RB2 G20) dropped from 350 mm height

Fig. 8 Comparison of measured spectra of EHL and Hertzian impacts

with a ball (RB2 G20) dropped from 350 mm height (Color

figure online)
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and drop height) as well as between repetitions is larger

than for the Hertzian reference measurements. This is most

probably a result of the way in which the lubricant layer is

prepared, because any deviation in initial film thickness is

expected to influence the zero frequencies by influencing

impact velocity. A significant difference between the

lubricants used could, however, not be observed, even

though signals of EHL impacts with the lubricant 80W90

(grey marker) tend to have lower normalized frequencies as

EHL impacts with paraffin (black marker) especially for

the first zero frequency.

Both amplitude and the shift of zero frequencies behave

in a contradictory manner when comparing simulations and

measurements. The difference in amplitude could be caused

by the lubricant layer acting as a couplant during excitation.

However, this is not an explanation for the mismatch of zero

frequencies. Another approach to provide an explanation of

the difference between simulated and measured spectra

could be solidification of the lubricant layer and the nature

of the EHL contact itself. As Fig. 10 shows, the elastic

deformations are substantially different as regards an EHL

and a Hertzian impact. Note must also be taken that the

y-axis in Fig. 10 is not to scale and deformations therefore

are highly emphasized, in order to show basic differences

with and without lubricant. While the Hertzian impact

(Fig. 10a) results in a uniform deformation of both plate and

ball, the EHL impact (Fig. 10b) results in a deformation that

is more localized due to the partly solidified lubricant

(indicated by the colour scheme). Furthermore, the

maximum deformation is larger in the EHL case compared

to Hertzian impact for the center position, as was previously

observed by Larsson and Höglund [18].

Simulations in this investigation, are based on a point

assumption. A global force function is applied at a single

point assuming the contact area is so small that it can be

considered to be a single point. However, this assumption

also implies that deformations within the contact area are

uniform so that the global force function may be used, which

might be true for the Hertzian impact, but is definitely

violated by the EHL impact. The difference on a local scale

could be the cause of both amplitude (higher maximum

deformation for EHL impacts) and frequency shift (localized

faster deformation changes). A possible solution for future

investigations could be to use the Green’s function approach

to transfer deformations within the system instead of global

forces coupled to deformations by fully elastic models.

Fig. 9 Zero frequencies of first

and second order normalized to

the Hertzian reference contact

time for different drop heights

and ball sizes

Fig. 10 Schematic drawing of deformation during a Hertzian impact

and an EHL impact. EHL deformation is based on Simulations of

Larsson and Höglund [18]. Please notice the deformation is exagger-

ated for visualization purposes. a Hertzian impact. b EHL impact
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4.2 Boundary Restricted System

A previous study [16] showed that an elastic wave excited

by Hertzian contacts in boundary restricted systems

reduces to a resonance problem once wave and source

interact. As Fig. 11 shows the difference in excitation force

between EHL impact and Hertz impact does not influence

the measured signal. With both excitations, identical res-

onances are triggered and the spectra are almost identical,

except for an additional spike in between resonances for

the Hertzian excitation.

A change in impact energy by changing ball size only

influenced the amplitudes (Fig. 12) of the resonances,

which is also in line with previous Hertzian investigations

[16]. However, a change in ball size does influence the

resonance cut-off, due to the change of contact time. For

Hertzian impact, the -20dB cut-off and the first zero fre-

quency agree to a high extent [16]. In the case of EHL

impacts, it was found that resonance cut-offs occur much

earlier. As Fig. 13 shows the Hertzian contact (blue dashed

line) excites to a higher degree higher resonances in

comparison with an EHL contact (red solid line). A reason

for the earlier cut-off could be the damping of the EHL film

when compared with the dry Hertzian impact.

5 Summary

In this study, a simulated spectrum, based on a Green’s

function approach and excited by an EHL contact, is pre-

sented. The simulated spectrum partly showed good

agreement with measured elastic waves. The overall shape

of the spectrum and a covering of zero frequencies of

higher order (3rd order and higher), most probably due to

Fig. 11 Comparison of resonances in the boundary restricted system

for Hertzian and EHL impacts of a ball (RB4 G20) dropped from

350 mm height

Fig. 12 Comparison of resonances in the boundary restricted system

EHL impacts with different ball sizes dropped from 350 mm height

Fig. 13 Comparison of normalized spectra of signals excited by Hertzian and EHL impacts (Color figure online)
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cavitation, was observed on both measured and simulated

spectra. However, the zero frequencies of simulation and

measurement do not match. This could be caused by the

point assumption used in the Green’s function approach. It

is, therefore, suggested that in future investigations of EHL

contacts a Green’s function approach based on deformation

rather than on global force be used. The measured nor-

malized zero frequencies were found to be higher for EHL

excited elastic waves than for those excited by a Hertzian

contact. A significant differentiation of normalized zero

frequencies due to different lubricants could not be

observed, due to relative large deviations between repeti-

tions, but the lubricant with higher viscosity tended to have

lower normalized first zero frequencies. Additionally, it

was observed that boundary restricted systems excited by

EHL impacts resulted in the same resonance behaviour as

for Hertzian excited systems. The only observed difference

was a damping of resonances at higher frequencies, which

is most likely caused by the lubrication film.
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